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With harmful ozone concentrations tied to meteorological conditions, EPA investigates the U.S. air quality implications of a changing climate.

Discussion of the potential sensitivity of air quality to climate change has increased in recent years. In 2001, the NRC (acronyms defined in Table 1) posed the question “to what extent will the United States be in control of its own air quality in the coming decades?” noting that “…changing climatic conditions could significantly affect the air quality in some regions of the United States…” and called for the expansion of air quality studies to include investigation of how U.S. air quality is affected by long-term climatic changes (NRC 2001). A subsequent NRC report emphasized that the U.S. air quality management system must be “flexible and vigilant” to ensure the effectiveness of pollution mitigation strategies in the face of climate change (NRC 2004). The recent IPCC Fourth Assessment Report warned of the possibility of significant air quality degradation in some regions as a result of climate-related changes in the dispersion rate of pollutants, the chemical environment for O₃ and aerosol generation, and the strength of emissions from the biosphere, fires, and dust (Solomon et al. 2007).

The mission of the EPA is to protect human health and the environment. To achieve this mission, the EPA implements a variety of programs under the Clean Air Act that reduces ambient concentrations of air pollutants. Pollutants such as O₃ are not emitted directly into the atmosphere; instead, they are created by chemical reactions between NOₓ and VOCs in the presence of heat and sunlight. These pollutants are emitted from a variety of sources, including motor vehicles, chemical and power plants, refineries, factories, and consumer and commercial products, as well as natural sources, such as vegetation, lightning, and biological processes in the soil. The EPA’s efforts have been successful: between 1980 and 2007, emissions of VOCs and NOₓ decreased by 50% and 39%, respectively, even though the gross domestic product increased 124%, vehicle miles traveled increased 103% and energy consumption increased 30% (U.S. EPA 2008). Air pollution, however, including O₃ pollution, continues to be a widespread public health and environmental problem in the United States, with peak-level O₃ concentrations in numerous counties still exceeding the NAAQS for O₃,¹ and with health effects ranging from increased mortality to chronic effects on respiratory and cardiovascular health (e.g., see Jerrett et al. 2009).

¹ The standard is currently set at 75 ppb for the 8-h NAAQS.
Significant regional variability already exists in ground-level O$_3$ under current climate. A large body of observational and modeling studies have shown that O$_3$ concentrations tend to be especially high where the emissions of VOCs and NO$_x$ are also large and that O$_3$ concentrations increase even more when meteorological conditions most strongly favor net photochemical production—persistent high pressure, stagnant air, lack of convection, clear skies, and warm temperatures (e.g., U.S. EPA 1989; NRC 1991; Cox and Chu 1993; Bloomfield et al. 1996; Morris et al. 1995; Sillman and Samson 1995; U.S. EPA 1999; Thompson et al. 2001; Camalier et al. 2007; among many others). Consequently, the O$_3$ NAAQS are most often exceeded during summertime hot spells in places with large natural or anthropogenic precursor emissions (e.g., cities and suburban areas). Table 2 highlights a number of key meteorology-related factors.

Because climate change may alter weather patterns and hence potentially increase the frequency, duration, and intensity of O$_3$ episodes in some regions, it has the potential to create additional challenges for air quality managers. However, the causal chain linking (i) long-term global climate change, (ii) short-term meteorological variability that most directly drives peak O$_3$ episodes, and (iii) O$_3$ changes that ultimately result from the interaction of these meteorological changes with the pollutants present in the environment (which may themselves be sensitive to meteorology) is not straightforward. Changes in the O$_3$ distribution of a given region as a result of climate change will reflect a balance among competing or reinforcing changes in multiple factors. The meteorological variables that affect O$_3$ do not, in general, vary independently of each other, nor must they vary in concert with corresponding effects on O$_3$ concentrations. The 1991 NRC report noted that the relationship between temperature and O$_3$ “cannot readily be extrapolated to a warmer climate because higher temperatures are often correlated empirically with sunlight and meteorology” (NRC 1991). How the relationship between O$_3$ and its meteorological drivers is perceived depends on the timescale considered (see the sidebar on p. 5 for additional information about the temperature–O$_3$ relationship).

In 1999, the EPA ORD Global Change Research Program, in partnership with the EPA OAR, initiated an effort to increase scientific understanding of the multiple complex interactions among climate, emissions, atmospheric chemistry, and air quality. The ultimate goal of this ongoing assessment is to enhance the ability of air quality managers to consider global change in their decisions through improved characterization of the potential effects of global change on air quality, including O$_3$, PM, and Hg. An integrated assessment framework was designed that leveraged the research and development strengths within both the EPA and the academic research community. This design explicitly recognized the challenges of bridging spatial scales, temporal scales, and disciplines that characterize the global change–regional air quality problem. Consistent with the recommendations of an expert workshop held in 2001 and those of the 2001 NRC report cited earlier...
**Table 1. Acronyms used.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>Atmosphere–ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQM</td>
<td>Air quality model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB-IV</td>
<td>Carbon Bond Mechanism, version 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td>Community Climate Model, version 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAQ</td>
<td>Community Multiscale Air Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMMS</td>
<td>University of Illinois Climate Version of Mesoscale Model, version 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMU</td>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>Carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONUS</td>
<td>Conterminous United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCM</td>
<td>Global climate model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCTM</td>
<td>Global chemistry and transport model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOS</td>
<td>Goddard Earth Observing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse gases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS</td>
<td>Goddard Institute for Space Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNM</td>
<td>Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT)–Northeast State for Coordinated Air Use Management (NESCAUM)–Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJA</td>
<td>June–August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA8</td>
<td>Maximum daily 8-h average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University–National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model version 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOZART</td>
<td>Model for Ozone and Related Chemical Tracers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAAQS</td>
<td>National Ambient Air Quality Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCER</td>
<td>National Center for Environmental Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NERL</td>
<td>National Exposure Research Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOₓ</td>
<td>Nitrogen oxides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC</td>
<td>National Research Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>Ozone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAR</td>
<td>Office of Air and Radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Hydroxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORD</td>
<td>Office of Research and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAN</td>
<td>Peroxyacetyl nitrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>Parallel climate model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Particulate matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppb</td>
<td>Parts per billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADM2</td>
<td>Regional Acid Deposition Model, version 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCM</td>
<td>Regional climate model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAQM</td>
<td>Regional air quality model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPRC</td>
<td>Statewide Air Pollution Research Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAQM</td>
<td>SARMAP* Air Quality Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>Surface Air Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₂</td>
<td>Sulfur dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR</td>
<td>Science to Achieve Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRES</td>
<td>Special Report on Emissions Scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOC</td>
<td>Volatile organic compound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSU</td>
<td>Washington State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* SARMAP stands for San Joaquin Valley Air Quality Study (SJVAQS)/Atmospheric Utility Signatures, Predictions, and Experiments (AUSPEX) Regional Model Adaptation Project
NRC 2001), a major component of the assessment approach is the development and application of global
to regional climate and air quality modeling systems.
One advantage of the model-based approach underlying the EPA assessment is that integrated climate,
meteorology, and air quality modeling systems are
capable of capturing a number of these complexities
by representing interactions between variables in an
internally self-consistent way across multiple space
and time scales.

This paper highlights a number of EPA and EPA-
funded studies focused on the effect of the impact of
climate change on future air quality carried out under
this assessment framework. The goal is to provide a
preliminary synthesis across the results emerging
from these studies, focusing on ground-level O\textsubscript{3}.
An EPA report on the assessment’s scientific findings to
date and their potential policy relevance provides a
broader overview of the assessment as a whole (U.S.
EPA 2009). A number of these studies are also high-
lighted in a recent review (Jacob and Winner 2009).

**PARTICIPANTS AND SCOPE.** The EPA assess-
ment was designed to be carried out in two phases.
In the first phase, modeling systems were used to
consider the sensitivity of air quality responses to
global climate change alone; this includes direct
meteorological effects on atmospheric chemistry
and transport and the effect of these meteorologi-
ical changes on climate-sensitive natural emissions
as well as from an intramural effort within the EPA's
NERL.\textsuperscript{2} Broadly, all of the project teams adapted ex-
isting modeling tools as components for assembling
their global-to-regional combined climate and air
quality modeling systems, including GCTMs, GCMs,
RCMs, and RAQMs, along with emissions models
and boundary and initial conditions datasets. They
applied these modeling systems in numerical experi-
ments designed to investigate the potential sensitivity
of U.S. air quality to global climate change, focusing
roughly on the 2050s. The modeling approaches taken
essentially fall into two categories: (i) investigations
of large-scale patterns of climate change effects on
U.S. air quality using GCTMs and GCMs alone and
(ii) investigations that focus on additional regional
details of potential effects using dynamical down-
scaling with nested RCMs and RAQMs. It is useful
to consider both approaches together. The global
models simulate the whole world in an internally
self-consistent way across both climate and chemistry,
but they must use coarse spatial resolution because of
computational demand, thereby potentially missing
or oversimplifying key processes. Dynamical down-
scaling increases the resolution, and potentially the
realism of important regional processes, but at the
expense of introducing lateral boundary conditions
into the simulation.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Meteorological variables with the potential to affect regional air quality (adapted from U.S. EPA 1989).}
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
The average maximum or minimum temperature and/or changes in their spatial distribution and duration, leading to a change in reaction rate coefficients and the solubility of gases in cloud water solution; \\
\hline
The frequency and pattern of cloud cover, leading to a change in reaction rates and rates of conversion of SO\textsubscript{2} to acid deposition; \\
\hline
The frequency and intensity of stagnation episodes or a change in the mixing layer, leading to more or less dilution of polluted air in the boundary layer and altering the chemical transformation rates; \\
\hline
Background boundary layer concentrations of water vapor, hydrocarbons, NO\textsubscript{x}, and O\textsubscript{3}, leading to more or less dilution of polluted air in the boundary layer and altering the chemical transformation rates; \\
\hline
The vegetative and soil emission of hydrocarbons and NO\textsubscript{x} that are sensitive to temperature and light levels, leading to changes in their concentrations; \\
\hline
Deposition rates to vegetative surfaces whose absorption of pollutants is a function of moisture, temperature, light intensity, and other factors, leading to changes in concentrations; and \\
\hline
Circulations and precipitation patterns, leading to a change in the abundance of pollutants deposited locally versus those exported off the continent. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{2} Via an interagency partnership with the National Oceano-
graphic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Having multiple groups—with differences in emphasis and using a range (albeit still limited) of models, chemical and physical parameterizations, and greenhouse gas scenarios—address the same problem enhances the richness of the EPA assessment effort; the collective results may reveal choices to which the results are particularly sensitive, thereby building insight into the workings of the coupled system. Table 3 provides a summary of the global and regional modeling experiments available to date from this first phase of the assessment, highlighting the different combinations of modeling tools and other aspects of simulation design. Collectively, these simulations (described in more detail in the papers listed in Table 3) represent a large body of information from which to gain insights about the potential effects of global climate change on regional air quality. They are a valuable resource for the climate science, atmospheric chemistry, and air quality management communities.

This paper synthesizes the findings from a subset of these global and regional modeling experiments, focusing on nationwide changes in summertime O₃ concentrations due to simulated climate change a few decades into the future. Other pollutants are not addressed here. Most of the experiments focused on summer, as this is the primary season for O₃ episodes and exceedances across much of the country.

SYNTHESIS OF MODEL RESULTS. Regional modeling results. The principal comparison in this section is across the regional modeling experiments listed in Table 3 that have model domains covering the entire continental United States: these are the NERL, GNM, Illinois 1 and 2, and WSU experiments. The NERL and GNM simulations both relied on the same MM5-downscaled GISS II’ GCM climate runs, though GNM simulated three summers compared to five summers for NERL, and they also differed in their development of their emissions inventories. Results from the Berkeley and Columbia simulations, conducted for subsets of the conterminous United States, are referred to in the course of the text to reinforce particular findings. Notice again that the differences in IPCC SRES scenarios for the simul-

THE TEMPERATURE–O₃ RELATIONSHIP
As Seen From the Perspective of Three Different Time Scales

EPISODE. The severity of a particular O₃ episode lasting one or a few days can depend strongly on temperature. For example, Aw and Kleeman (2003) found that by increasing temperature (but without modifying the other meteorological variables) in an air quality model simulation of a southern California O₃ episode, they were able to significantly increase daily peak O₃ concentrations. Temperature affects the kinetics of the O₃-forming and -destroying chemical reactions. For example, in polluted environments, increasing temperatures will tend to lead to more NOₓ, and hence more O₃, via a decrease in PAN production. Recent EPA STAR–funded results have yielded similar insights for the EPA global change–air quality assessment. Steiner et al. (2006), in a high-resolution simulation of a 5-day O₃ episode over California, found that temperature perturbations consistent with plausible 2050s climate change led to increases in afternoon O₃ concentrations of 1–5 ppb across the state. Dawson et al. (2007), using a different modeling system, found similar effects of temperature modification when simulating O₃ concentrations during a weekend period over the eastern United States.

SEASON. From the perspective of an entire season, however, mean O₃ concentration and the number of O₃ exceedances will likely depend at least as much on how many of these meteorological episodes that promote O₃ formation occur, and how long they last, as on how hot it is during each one. In other words, how often in a given summer that cool, cloudy, rainy, and windy conditions give way to spells of hot, clear, dry, and stagnant conditions will play a large role in determining whether it was a “high O₃” or “low O₃” summer. At this time scale, temperature and O₃ will also be positively correlated; however, here the “temperature–O₃” relationship exists at least partly because temperature itself is highly correlated with these other meteorological conditions—such as more sunlight and less ventilation—that also favor increased O₃ concentrations.

LONG-TERM CLIMATE CHANGE. On the multidecadal time scales of global climate change, the relationship between temperature and these other meteorological drivers may or may not play out in the same way that is characteristic of seasonal time scales. In some regions, climate change may indeed have the effect of producing long-term average associations between higher temperatures, less cloudiness, and weaker mixing that, in aggregate, would be likely to lead to O₃ concentration increases. This would likely be true, for example, in the regions where the IPCC (Solomon et al. 2007) suggests the possibility of increases in the frequency, duration, and intensity of summertime heat waves. In other regions, however, climate change may lead to changes in these other variables that do not favor increases in O₃ concentrations. For example, a warmer world is likely, on average, to be a wetter world. Similarly, regions that experience increases in cloudiness (and hence decreases in sunlight and O₃ photoproduction) in an altered future climate might have net O₃ concentration decreases, despite increased temperatures.
tions listed in Table 3 refer only to greenhouse gas concentrations and not to precursor pollutants. As emphasized earlier, all of the results shown here are from simulations that held anthropogenic emissions of precursor pollutants constant at present-day levels but allowed climate-sensitive natural emissions of biogenic VOCs to vary in response to the simulated climate changes.

Figure 1 shows summertime mean MDA8 O₃ concentration differences between future and present-day climates. This air quality metric is selected because of its direct relevance to U.S. air quality standards. Several key similarities emerge. First, for all the pairs of simulations, substantial regions of the country show increases in O₃ concentrations of roughly 2–8 ppb under a future climate. Other regions show little change in O₃ concentrations—or even decreases. Importantly, these patterns of climate-induced O₃ concentration changes were accentuated in the 95th percentile MDA8 O₃ compared to the mean MDA8 O₃, as shown in Fig. 2 for the NERL results. This result, of greater climate sensitivity of O₃ at the high end of the O₃ distribution, is robust across all of the different modeling groups, as documented in the papers cited. This is significant because it is the high-O₃ episodes that most concern air quality managers in the United States.

There are also significant differences, however, in the broad spatial patterns of change simulated by the different modeling groups. For example, the NERL and GNM simulations show increases in O₃ concentration in the mid-Atlantic region and parts of the Northeast, Gulf Coast, and parts of the West. They also show decreases in the upper Midwest and Northwest and little change elsewhere, including the Southeast. By contrast, the Illinois-1 experiment shows the strongest increases in the Southeast, the Northwest, and the Mississippi Valley (as well as in

### Table 3. The climate change–air quality global and regional modeling simulations completed to date as part of the EPA assessment. The SRES scenarios listed refer only to greenhouse gas concentrations, as all simulations discussed below held anthropogenic emissions of O₃ precursor pollutants constant between present-day and future simulations. The Illinois-1 and -2 regional and global model runs have identical setups but are driven by the A1Fi and the B1 SRES greenhouse gas scenarios, respectively. The horizontal grid-cell size listed is that of the air quality simulations, with the exception of the Illinois regional runs, which use 30-km grid spacing over four subregions of the country and 90-km everywhere else. For the O₃ plots shown below, these 30-km values in the subregions are overlaid on the background map of 90-km values. For more details on GEOS-Chem, see http://homepages.see.leeds.ac.uk/~lecme/GEOS-CHEM. For more details on MOZART, see Horowitz et al. (2003) and http://gctm.acd.ucar.edu/Mozart/models/m4/index.shtml.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional</th>
<th>Berkeley&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Columbia&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>NERL&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>GNM&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Illinois 1&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Illinois 2&lt;sup&gt;xe&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>WSU&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Central CA</td>
<td>Eastern U.S.</td>
<td>CONUS</td>
<td>CONUS</td>
<td>CONUS</td>
<td>CONUS</td>
<td>CONUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation period</td>
<td>1 Aug</td>
<td>5 JJAs</td>
<td>5 JJAs</td>
<td>3 JJAs</td>
<td>1 JJA</td>
<td>1 JJA</td>
<td>5 Julys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCM</td>
<td>CCM3</td>
<td>GISS AO</td>
<td>GISS II&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>GISS II&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>PCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global grid</td>
<td>2.8° × 2.8°</td>
<td>4° × 5°</td>
<td>4° × 5°</td>
<td>4° × 5°</td>
<td>2.8° × 2.8°</td>
<td>2.8° × 2.8°</td>
<td>2.8° × 2.8°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG scenario</td>
<td>2 × CO₂</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Alb</td>
<td>Alb</td>
<td>AlFi</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCM</td>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>CMM5&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>CMM5</td>
<td>MMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional grid (km)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>90/30</td>
<td>90/30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAQM</td>
<td>CMAQ&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>CMAQ</td>
<td>CMAQ</td>
<td>CMAQ</td>
<td>AQM&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>AQM</td>
<td>CMAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical mechanism&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>SAPRC-99&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>CB-IV&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>SARPC-99</td>
<td>SARPC-99</td>
<td>RADM2&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>RADM2</td>
<td>SAPRC-99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Harvard 1&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Harvard 2&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>CMU&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Illinois 1&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Illinois 2&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation period</td>
<td>5 summers/falls</td>
<td>5 summers</td>
<td>10 summers/falls</td>
<td>5 summers</td>
<td>5 summers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCM</td>
<td>GISS III</td>
<td>GISS II&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>GISS II&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>PCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid</td>
<td>4° × 5°</td>
<td>4° × 5°</td>
<td>4° × 5°</td>
<td>2.8° × 2.8°</td>
<td>2.8° × 2.8°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG scenario</td>
<td>Alb</td>
<td>Alb</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>AlFi</td>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCTM</td>
<td>GEOS-Chem</td>
<td>GISS II&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>GISS II&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>MOZART, version 4</td>
<td>MOZART, version 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the Gulf Coast, which is in agreement with NERL), with weaker increases in the upper Midwest. In addition, these changes tend to be larger than those from the NERL experiment. The WSU experiment shows the largest increases in the Northeast, parts of the Midwest, and desert Southwest, with decreases in the West, the Southeast, the plains states, and the Gulf Coast.\(^3\) As is to be expected, the NERL and GNM patterns are quite similar, with differences reflecting the averaging over five compared to three summers, respectively (this highlights the potential importance of interannual variability in driving differences between modeling groups). The earlier Columbia study (for the eastern half of the United States only) shows the largest O\(_3\) increase over the lower Midwest and the mid-Atlantic regions.

Certain regions show greater agreement across experiments than others, at least in a very general sense. For example, Fig. 1 shows that a loosely bounded area, encompassing parts of the mid-Atlantic, Northeast, and lower Midwest regions, tends to show at least some O\(_3\) increase across all the simulations. By contrast, the West and the Southeast/Gulf Coast are areas of greater disagreement. Even for these regions, however, at least some of the models (including the global models discussed in the following subsection) show substantial climate-induced O\(_3\) increases.

Several important meteorological- and meteorology-related parameters drive these changes in O\(_3\) concentration. These mean future-minus-present changes are shown in Figs. 3–5. Changes in mean O\(_3\) will tend to result, however, from meteorological changes on the daily to multiday time scales of O\(_3\) episodes (refer to sidebar), so the longer-term averages shown in these figures will necessarily only tell part of the story.

---

\(^3\) Note that the WSU results are for July only as opposed to averages over June, July, and August as for all the other simulations. This may have some consequences for direct comparison, which will be discussed further later in the paper.

---

**Table 3. Continued.**

| a | For more details, see Steiner et al. (2006). |
| b | For more details, see Hogrefe et al. (2004a,b); the GISS AO model refers to the model of Russell et al. (1995). |
| c | For more details, see Leung and Gustafson (2005); Nolte et al. (2008). |
| d | For more details, see Tagaris et al. (2007); Liao et al. (2007); Woo et al. (2008). |
| e | For more details, see Liang et al. (2006); Huang et al. (2007, 2008); Tao et al. (2007). |
| f | For more details, see Chen et al. (2008); Awise et al. (2009). |
| g | For more details, see Wu et al. (2007, 2008a,b). |
| h | For more details, see Mickley et al. (2004). |
| i | For more details, see Racherla and Adams (2006, 2008). |
| j | For more details, see Tao et al. (2007); Lin et al. (2008); Huang et al. (2008). |

1 Most of the models use the IPCC SRES scenarios (Nakicenovic et al. 2000) as their global GHG trajectories into the future. These scenarios represent different storylines: for example, A1b and A1Fi both have rapid economic growth and a mid-century peak in population but with energy technology in A1b spread among a diversity of sources, whereas fossil fuels dominate in A1Fi; B1 has a population profile similar to A1b and A1Fi but with a rapid transition to clean energy and efficient use of resources; and A2 has a continuously increasing population and a highly regional world economy.

2 CMM5 is based on the standard MM5 but with modifications to the buffer zone, ocean interface, and cloud–radiation interactions.

3 For more details, see Byun and Schere (2006).

4 AQM has been adapted from the SAQM, incorporating a faster, more accurate numerical solver for gas–phase chemistry.

5 Notice that the SAPRC-99 and RADM2 chemical mechanisms recycle isoprene nitrate, whereas the CB-IV mechanism does not.

6 For more details, see Carter (2000).

7 For more details, see Gery et al. (1989).

8 For more details, see Stockwell et al. (1990).

9 The GISS II’ model was coupled to the Harvard tropospheric O\(_3\)–NO\(_x\)–hydrocarbon chemical model; for more details, see Mickley et al. (1999).
One way to summarize what Figs. 3–5, in conjunction with Fig. 1, are showing us is that O₃ largely responds to the meteorological drivers in a qualitatively consistent manner across the different climate change experiments, but the regional patterns of relative changes in these drivers are highly variable across these sets of simulations. In other words, there are important differences in the simulated future regional climate changes that seem to drive the differences in the regional patterns of O₃ increases and decreases as a result of differences in the modeling systems, model configuration, and experimental design choices used by the different groups.

Specifically, Figs. 3 and 4 display the average future-minus-present differences in near-surface air temperature and surface insolation, which are two of the most critical meteorological drivers of ground-level O₃. The insolation changes largely reflect changes in cloud cover. Other variables examined include average daily maximum temperature, precipitation, number of rainy days, and boundary layer depth. However, none of these additional comparisons is shown here, as they largely mirror the relationships with temperature and surface insolation because of the strong correlations among a number of these variables.

**Fig. 1.** Future (2050s)-minus-present differences in simulated summertime-mean MDA8 O₃ concentrations (ppb) for the (a) NERL, (b) Illinois 1, (c) Illinois 2, (d) WSU, and (e) GNM experiments (see Table 3).
Combined with the $O_3$ results shown in Figs. 1, Figs. 3–4 reveal some key similarities of the relationships between $O_3$ and meteorological drivers among the different model studies. First, in many regions the $O_3$ concentration changes seem to correspond relatively well with combined changes in mean temperature (Fig. 3) and mean surface insolation (Fig. 4). For example, the NERL results show the $O_3$ increases corresponding with temperature and insolation increases in the mid-Atlantic and Gulf Coast regions and

Fig. 2. Differences of the 95th percentile MDA8 $O_3$ concentration for the NERL experiment.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 1 but for near-surface air T ($^\circ$C).
O₃ decreases associated with the insolation decreases and the local minimum in temperature increases in the upper Midwest and the northern plains. In other regions, temperature and insolation vary in opposite directions, with mixed effects on O₃ concentrations. For example, in the Illinois-1 simulations, despite insolation decreases over much of the Northwest, the large increase in temperature there seems to drive O₃ increases. Finally, in a small number of regions across the simulations, there is no strong correspondence between O₃ concentrations and either insolation or temperature (e.g., the areas around Oklahoma in the Illinois-1 experiment and Nevada/Utah/Idaho in the Illinois-2 experiment), suggesting that other forcing factors may be important and/or that a correspondence might exist, but only for different averaging periods and statistics of these variables. The differences between the NERL and GNM results from Figs. 1, 3, and 4 are consistent with these insights—for example, in the Plains states, GNM shows greater O₃ decreases, consistent with the differences in temperature and insolation trends between the results from the two groups.

Figure 5 shows the patterns of changes in mean biogenic VOC emissions. As documented in earlier work (e.g., Chameides et al. 1988; Roselle et al. 1991;
Guenther et al. 1994; Pierce et al. 1998; Fuentes et al. 2000; Purves et al. 2004; among others), the emissions of these important natural O₃ precursors are themselves sensitive to meteorology, including sunlight and temperature. Therefore, in conjunction with the direct forcing exerted on O₃ processes by changes in meteorology, climate-induced changes in biogenic emissions levels can lead to changes in O₃ concentrations as well (see also Zhang et al. 2008). As will be discussed again later, in the context of the global modeling results, this effect depends on the relative amounts of NOₓ and VOCs in the environment. For example, the Berkeley experiment found significant O₃ concentration increases in the high-NOₓ San Francisco Bay area due to increases in biogenic VOC emissions, whereas even larger increases in biogenic emissions over the Sierras actually produced slight O₃ decreases.

The climate-induced biogenic emissions changes (Fig. 5) seem to contribute to the O₃ concentration changes, but only in some regions and not wholly consistently across model studies. For example, temperature-driven increases in biogenic emissions may contribute to the earlier-mentioned O₃ increases in the Northwest in the Illinois-1 experiment, the mid-Atlantic region in the NERL and GNM experi-
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**Fig. 5.** As in Fig. 1, but for biogenic VOC emissions (in g C m⁻² day⁻¹).
ments, the Northeast in the Illinois-2 experiment, and the Southeast in the Illinois-1 experiment. In contrast, in parts of the Southeast and the mountainous West in the NERL and GNM experiments, emissions increase significantly but O₃ concentrations do not change. Notably, the WSU simulation shows large decreases in O₃ in some of the parts of the Southeast and Gulf Coast where increases in VOC emissions are the strongest, a result that is partially attributed to increases in precipitation. Where there are strong correlations between biogenic emissions changes and O₃ concentration changes, often there are similarly strong changes in insolation and/or temperature, so separating the different effects is not always straightforward. The earlier work by the Columbia group found the strongest increases in emissions in the Southeast, similar to the results from the NERL and Illinois 1- and -2 experiments, but found that the largest O₃ concentration changes that could be attributed to biogenic emissions changes occurred instead in parts of the Ohio Valley and the coastal mid-Atlantic region.

Discerning the precise chemical pathways whereby O₃ responds to changes in biogenic emissions, and how these pathways vary as a function of region and climatic conditions, is an area of ongoing scientific inquiry. Different air quality models employ different representations of these pathways in their code. As such, differences between the simulated O₃ response to changes in simulated biogenic emissions from different modeling systems is at this time a key source of uncertainty in climate change effects on future air quality, particularly in regions where the effect of increasing VOC concentrations is highly dependent on NOₓ levels. It will be discussed further in the intercomparison of the results from the two GCTM experiments whether or not the air quality model recycling isoprene nitrate appears to be a key determinant of the response of O₃ to climate-induced changes in biogenic VOC emissions. Table 3 shows that all the regional model experiments whose results are shown in Fig. 1 have chemical mechanisms that do recycle isoprene nitrate.

Figure 6 shows the averaging subregions used in Fig. 7, which summarizes these results by showing regional averages from all the modeling groups of the climate-induced differences in ozone and the drivers we have discussed earlier. (For future reference, Fig. 7 also shows the averages for the two global modeling experiments discussed below.)
The regional modeling findings presented here are generally consistent with the relatively few regional climate change and air quality modeling experiments recently carried out for Europe. For example, Forkel and Knoche (2006) simulated changes in near-surface O₃ concentrations between the 1990s and the 2030s over southern Germany under climate change but no change in anthropogenic emissions. They found a 10% increase in average daily maximum O₃ during summer (approximately 2–6 ppb, depending on location in the model domain). Langner et al. (2005), in a set of regional modeling experiments, found climate change–induced increases in April–September O₃ concentrations during the mid-twentieth century compared to the present over southern and central Europe, with decreases over northern Europe, and that these changes were significant with respect to interannual variability. Meleux et al. (2007) found higher summertime O₃ concentrations under future climate conditions over Europe, primarily due to increased temperatures, decreased cloudiness and precipitation, and increases in biogenic VOC emissions. They also found large regional variability in these O₃ changes. Finally, Szopa and Hauglustaine (2007) found worsening O₃ conditions over Europe as a result of anticipated climate change in 2030, though this was sensitive to the choice of global and regional emissions change scenarios.

**Global modeling results.** A comparison of results (not shown) from all the global experiments listed in Table 3 supports the most general conclusions from the regional modeling studies; that is, large regions of the country show future O₃ concentration increases of a few to several parts per billion, and there are significant differences in the spatial patterns of these changes between the simulations. In a global context, the results from these simulations are generally consistent with other GCTM climate change experiments (e.g., see Murazaki and Hess 2006; Stevenson et al. 2006; Zeng et al. 2008)—for example, decreases in background O₃ concentrations in clean environments (e.g., the oceans) because of increased water vapor concentrations and increases regionally over the polluted continents.

A more detailed look at these simulations helps illustrate two additional points: (i) the potential importance for simulated future O₃ of large-scale circulation changes and (ii) the importance of how isoprene chemistry is represented in the modeling systems.

Figure 8 shows the mean MDA8 O₃ changes from the Harvard-1 experiment, along with accompanying changes in temperature, insolation, and biogenic emissions. In these results, the largest O₃ increases are mostly in a sweeping pattern from the central United States, across the plains states and the Midwest, and extending into the Northeast. In contrast to the regional model results shown earlier, there is not as obvious a spatial correlation between the changes in O₃ and those of any one of the driver
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**Fig. 7.** Averages across the subregions shown in Fig. 6 for each of the simulations for mean summer future-minus-present differences in (a) MDA8 O₃ (ppb); (b) near-surface air temperature (°C); (c) surface insolation (W m⁻²); and (d) biogenic VOC emissions (g C m⁻² day⁻¹).
variables. The insolation increase in the Midwest matches, to some degree, the pattern of $O_3$ increase there; however, the largest temperature, insolation, and biogenic emissions increases occur in the southern part of the country, where there are much smaller changes in $O_3$. This weak relationship also holds for a number of other variables considered but not shown (e.g., precipitation, PBL height, and so on).

In Fig. 9, which shows the same quantities for the CMU experiment, a different regional pattern of change emerges. In the CMU experiment, the major increase in future $O_3$ concentration is instead centered on the Gulf Coast and eastern seaboard, with minimal $O_3$ changes in the upper Midwest and northern plains states.

The differences between these two sets of results can seemingly mostly be explained by two factors: (i) differences in the future simulation of the summertime storm track across the northern part of the country and (ii) differences in the modeled chemical mechanism for isoprene oxidation in the southeastern United States.

As explained in Wu et al. (2008a), there are two distinct dynamical shifts from the present to the future climate in the Harvard-1 experiment: a decrease in summertime cyclones tracking across the upper part of the United States, resulting in a decrease in cloudiness and precipitation over the upper Midwest (as reflected in the insolation changes shown in Fig. 8), and a northward shift of the Bermuda high, resulting in a decrease in convective activity over the Gulf Coast and the southern Great Plains. All other factors being equal, both shifts might be expected to contribute to $O_3$ concentration increases in their respective regions.

In this context, the spatial pattern of $O_3$ concentration increases in Fig. 8a is certainly consistent with the decrease in cyclones in the north in the Harvard-1 experiment, as suggested in Wu et al. (2008a) and originally posited in Mickley et al. (2004); that is, the decrease in cold surges in the simulated future climate leads to a decrease in the clearing of pollutants from the boundary layer. Racherla and Adams (2008), on the other hand, examined the distribution of sea level

Fig. 8. Future-minus-present differences in simulated summertime mean (a) MDA8 $O_3$ concentration (ppb); (b) near-surface air temperature ($°C$); (c) surface insolation (W m$^{-2}$); and (d) biogenic isoprene emissions (g C m$^{-2}$ sec$^{-1}$) for the Harvard 1 global modeling experiment (see Table 3).
pressure anomalies in the present-day and future CMU simulations and found only relatively small changes in these regions. These results suggest that storm-track activity does not decrease as much in this CMU model simulation [see also Leibensperger et al. (2008) for further discussion]. In any case, it seems plausible that differences in simulated future large-scale circulation patterns explain the differences in future O₃ changes simulated in the two experiments for the northern part of the country.

The even larger differences in simulated future O₃ changes in the southern half of the country likely arise because of differences in how isoprene chemistry is described in the Harvard-1 and CMU modeling systems, leading to differences in how O₃ responds to the climate-induced changes in biogenic VOC emissions. The spatial patterns of future-minus-present changes in isoprene emissions shown in Figs. 8d and 9d are qualitatively similar, with the largest increases centered on the Southeast and Gulf Coast regions for both groups. Examining the CMU results in Fig. 9, it appears that increases in temperature and decreases in cloud cover (and hence increases in insolation) have combined to lead to increases in both isoprene emissions and O₃ concentrations in this region. An additional CMU simulation with future meteorology but scaled-back isoprene emissions has confirmed that the enhanced O₃ chemical production resulting from these enhanced emissions are largely responsible for the simulated future O₃ increases (Racherla and Adams 2008).

This is in contrast to the Harvard-1 results in Fig. 8, which show only weak changes in O₃ concentrations over the Southeast and Gulf Coast, despite the large increase in future biogenic emissions. Even the especially large increases in temperature that accompany these biogenic emissions changes over the Gulf Coast region do not seem to increase appreciably future O₃ concentrations.

One factor to which this striking difference between the two sets of results might be traced is the modeled isoprene nitrate chemistry, as mentioned earlier. Although increased emissions of biogenic VOCs are often associated with increases in O₃ concentrations, these increased emissions can also lead to decreases in O₃ concentrations via different pathways. For example, high concentrations of isoprene can reduce O₃ amounts through direct ozonolysis, and they can also suppress O₃ production in NOₓ-limited regimes (e.g., rural areas).

![Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8 but for the CMU global modeling experiment (see Table 3).]
by sequestering NO$_x$ in isoprene nitrates (e.g., see Fiore et al. 2005). In the Harvard-1 modeling system, increasing isoprene emissions seem to result in little change, or even decreases in O$_3$ amounts, perhaps because the model chemistry represents these isoprene nitrates as a “terminal” sink for NO$_x$. In the absence of additional NO$_x$, the small change in O$_3$ concentrations in the Gulf Coast, despite the strongly favorable climate changes there, could be due to this suppressing effect of isoprene. By contrast, in the CMU modeling system, the isoprene nitrates are assumed to react rapidly with OH and O$_3$ and “recycle” NO$_x$ back to the atmosphere with 100% efficiency. This NO$_x$ then becomes available to help create O$_3$ again, tending to favor greater O$_3$ concentrations in regions of greater biogenic VOC emissions. It is this effect that may be dominating the influence of climate change on O$_3$ in the CMU results. This comparison strongly illustrates the importance of understanding the underlying details of the chemical mechanism of O$_3$ formation. Constraining the precise pathways whereby isoprene, NO$_x$, and O$_3$ are linked is the subject of ongoing research (e.g., see Horowitz et al. 2007), and as such remains an important source of uncertainty in the modeling systems.

Lastly, in the Harvard-1 simulations, enhanced ventilation and mixing also plays a role in partially offsetting expected climate-induced O$_3$ concentration increases in some near-coastal regions. This results from the combination of the humidity-driven decreases in O$_3$ over the oceans reported in Wu et al. (2008b) and Racherla and Adams (2006), and perhaps also stronger onshore flow due to an increase in the summertime land–ocean heating contrast. Lin et al. (2008) report similar effects in their simulations of future O$_3$ over the United States and China.

**SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION.** This paper describes an effort to combine global and regional climate and air quality models and apply them in the study of global climate change effects on U.S. regional air quality. This effort represents a systematic attempt to use multiple modeling systems across multiple groups to investigate the regional dimensions of climate-induced air quality changes. This synthesis across a diversity of results helps determine what new scientific findings are emerging. It also allows the assessment of the current ability to simulate changes in U.S. regional air quality as a result of global climate change. The major conclusions are as follows.

First, across all of the modeling experiments carried out by the different groups, simulated global climate change causes increases in summertime O$_3$ concentrations over substantial regions of the country. For summertime-mean MDA8 O$_3$, the increases are in the 2–8 ppb range. The increases in O$_3$ concentrations in these simulations are larger during peak pollution events, as exhibited by the greater increases in 95th percentile MDA8 O$_3$ than those for summertime-mean MDA8 O$_3$.

Although the results from the different research groups agreed on these points, their modeling systems did not necessarily simulate the same regional patterns of climate-induced O$_3$ changes, with the individual simulations showing regions of little change—or even decreases—in addition to the O$_3$ increases. Drawing on all seven mean MDA8 O$_3$ difference maps (the five regional and two global modeling sets) from Figs. 1, 8, and 9, we can see that certain regions show greater agreement than others. For example, there is very generally more agreement on the spatial patterns of climate-induced increases for the eastern half of the country than for the West, though parts of the Southeast show some of the strongest disagreements across the modeling groups. This is emphasized in another way in Fig. 10, which shows the mean and standard deviation constructed from all seven of these MDA8 O$_3$ difference maps.

These differences in the regional patterns of O$_3$ changes result from variations across the simulations in the patterns of mean changes in key meteorological drivers, such as temperature and surface insolation. The modeling experiments provide examples of regions where simulated future changes in meteorological variables either have reinforcing or competing effects on O$_3$ concentrations. For example, regions where the changes in simulated temperature and insolation are in the same direction tend to experience O$_3$ concentration changes in a similar direction, whereas temperature and insolation varying in opposite directions tend to correspond with mixed O$_3$ changes. In short, each model experiment produces a unique pattern of key meteorological drivers, and their combined effects create the unique pattern of O$_3$ changes seen in the individual modeling studies. It is worthwhile pointing out that the findings shown here provide yet another illustration of both the importance of the representation of clouds in climate models (here via their effect on surface insolation) and the continued challenge of doing so consistently across our current generation of models. Interannual variability plays an important role here as well, as each of the studies only simulated at most a few summers worth of climate change, thus increasing the probability that any two studies will differ from each other in their regional patterns of O$_3$ change simply because of year-to-year differences.
In this context, large-scale circulation patterns play an important role in modifying these local meteorological drivers. For example, how a given modeling system simulates changes in key circulation features, like the midlatitude storm track or the subtropical high pressure systems, has a strong effect on the simulated future O₃ concentrations. Related factors to which the patterns in the simulated meteorological variables appear to be highly sensitive but that are not discussed in detail in this paper include the choice of convection scheme (e.g., see Tao et al. 2008) and whether or not the global model outputs are dynamically downscaled with an RCM; for example, the downscaled MM5 results for the 2050s used in the NERL experiment show increased storminess in the upper Midwest, while the GISS II’ output that drove this MM5 simulation instead shows increased stagnation (Mickley et al. 2004; Leung and Gustafson 2005; Gustafson and Leung 2007). The GNM group found that the effect of overall uncertainties in climate forecasts on the simulated future fourth-highest daily MDA8 O₃ to be as high as 10 ppb in urban areas of the Northeast, Midwest, and Gulf Coast (Liao et al. 2009).

In addition, across nearly all the modeling studies, climate change is associated with simulated increases in biogenic VOC emissions over most of the United States, with the largest increases typically in the Southeast and Gulf Coast regions. The response of O₃ concen-

![Fig. 10. The mean (top panels) and standard deviation (bottom panels) in future-minus-present MDA8 O₃ concentration differences across (left-hand panels) all seven experiments (five regional and two global) shown in Figs. 1, 6, and 7 and, for comparison purposes (right-hand panels), not including the WSU experiment (because it simulated differences for July only, while the other experiments simulated JJA differences).]
rteration to these biogenic emissions, however, depends on both the region and the modeling system. One key factor in this variation in O₃ response seems to be the representation of isoprene chemistry in the models; models that recycle isoprene nitrates back to NOₓ will tend to simulate significant O₃ concentration increases in regions with biogenic emissions increases, whereas models that do not recycle isoprene nitrates will tend to simulate small changes or perhaps decreases.

A few of the modeling groups examined some additional issues in greater detail, augmenting the overall findings. For example, as already discussed, interannual variability in weather conditions plays an important role in determining average O₃ levels and exceedances in a given year, and it likely also contributed to the differences in climate-induced O₃ changes between the different groups. Nolte et al. (2008) found that in some regions of the United States, the average increase in MDA8 O₃ concentrations from the present to the 2050s as a result of climate change is about as large as the present-day year-to-year variability. This means both (i) that climate change has the potential to push O₃ concentrations in extreme years beyond the current envelope of natural interannual variability, and (ii) that multiyear simulations are important when trying to understand the potential for global climate change to affect regional O₃ concentrations. Furthermore, although this analysis has focused on summertime results, three of the groups also found increases in O₃ concentrations in some regions in the spring and fall, suggesting a possible future extension of the O₃ season (Nolte et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2008; Racherla and Adams 2008).

Lastly, although this paper discusses the problem of climate change effects alone on air quality, it is of course unrealistic to assume that emissions will stay the same into the future in the face of future economic and technological development and future regulatory regimes. As described earlier in the paper, understanding the interactions and combined effects of both climate and emissions changes is the focus of the second phase of the EPA assessment effort, and a number of the modeling groups mentioned here have made some initial efforts in this direction (e.g., see Hogrefe et al. 2004b; Nolte et al. 2008; Racherla and Adams 2008; Steiner et al. 2006; Tagaris et al. 2007; Tao et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2008a,b; Zhang et al. 2008). An initial model intercomparison study of the first-order relative effects of climate and emissions changes on U.S. regional O₃ concentrations has been conducted and is being prepared for a separate publication.

For the scientific research community, assessments such as the one being carried out by the EPA help convey the key knowledge gaps that limit our understanding of the problem and/or create barriers to the use and interpretation of scientific information by decision makers. In this case, coupled global climate–regional air quality science is still in a relatively youthful state. Because air quality—from a health, environmental, and regulatory perspective—is largely determined by episodes that occur during specific, sporadic weather events, the ability of available modeling tools to simulate these events and capture the variability and future changes in these episodes is important. The focus of the climate modeling community has been shifting in recent years from long-term mean values of variables such as temperature and precipitation to increased consideration of changes in variability, extremes, and the frequency of specific weather patterns. Some of this effort should be directed into more detailed considerations of the climate metrics and statistics most relevant for air quality and more evaluations of climate models for these metrics and statistics. New research carried out under the auspices of this assessment, as summarized in Leung and Gustafson (2005) and Gustafson and Leung (2007), represent advances in this direction and provide useful insights. Additionally, this assessment has helped improve the understanding of the sensitivity of simulated meteorology, and hence air quality endpoints, to model physical parameterizations (e.g., Liang et al. 2004a,b 2006; Lynn et al. 2007; Kunkel et al. 2007; Tao et al. 2008). These advances lead to a number of future research questions, including: What kinds of differences do different GCMs simulate in the climate and especially in the weather patterns that matter most for air quality? How do RCMs translate these climate and meteorological changes down to the regional scales that are desired, and what is the dependence on model physical parameterizations and downscaling methodologies? And finally, how are important chemical mechanisms represented in the climate–air quality modeling systems?

Although this is fundamentally a science assessment, and does not explicitly address policy options, this scientific information should enhance the ability of air quality managers to consider global change in their decisions. First, the development of tools and a knowledge base to answer current and future science questions about the effects of global change on air quality enables the delivery of general benefits that derive from addressing these science questions: an improved understanding of the richness and range of behaviors of the global change–air quality system and an appreciation for the strengths and limitations of the scientific tools and methods...
used to develop this improved understanding. In addition, it helps answer the “zeroth order” policy question: Is climate change something we will have to account for moving forward in air quality management? The results shown here support the conclusion that climate change should be considered in future planning.

Second, this improved system understanding, combined with a clear appreciation of the important scientific uncertainties and limitations, provides a basis for a suite of parallel, collaborative activities between the scientific research and air quality policy communities. Such activities would investigate specific air quality policy and management questions and might include the development of new tools and models explicitly for decision support (rather than scientific research), incorporating the new scientific and technical knowledge from this assessment.
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